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Technology Summary

Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disease that is characterized by accumulation of the β-amyloid peptide and chronic inflammation. A major roadblock to treatment of AD is a lack of easy to use diagnostic tools for early detection. Current methods of diagnosis that allow early detection of AD, such as brain imaging to detect amyloid-beta (Aβ) deposits and measurement of cerebrospinal fluid levels of Aβ, are expensive, invasive, and have limited availability. Our scientists have identified a potential plasma biomarker that may provide AD diagnosis at early stages of the disease.

Our scientists demonstrated that AD patients have increased activation of a set of proteins known as Contact Activation System in their circulation that leads to cleavage of high molecular weight kininogen (HK) to produce cleaved HK and bradykinin. Bradykinin promotes potentially chronic inflammation in many disease states and might play a role in AD patients. Our scientists developed a sensitive assay to determine levels of uncleaved HK and cleaved HK in human plasma to potentially diagnose risk of AD in humans.

Application

Diagnostics. These reagents are useful for diagnostic identification of Alzheimer's disease.

Advantages:

- Highly sensitive and rapid detection method for AD diagnosis.

Stage of Development

- Discovery
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